
Discharge of Planning Conditions 3,5,7 & 9

23/02668/FULL

Redevelopment of existing workshop and cart shed to one bed single
storey dwelling with associated hard and soft landscaping.

at

Manor Court Farm, Ashurst Road, Ashurst, Kent, TN3 9TB

December 2023



Statement.

This statement deals with the discharge of conditions 3 - materials, 5 - landscaping, 7 - external
lighting, 9 – biodiversity.

Condition 3 - Materials.

Walls

Brick will be a brick with high dexterity. Wienerberger terra.

Cladding will be an air dried featheredge boarding.

Roof

Pitched roof tiles will be clay handmades

Flat roof will be a grey single ply membrane.



Windows

White UPVC

Doors

The front door will be composite.





Condition 9 - Biodiversity.

Bird boxes will be RSPB swift nest boxes installed in accordance with manufacturers instruction
under appendix A in the locations marked on the site plan and elevations below in purple

Bat boxes will be NHBS improved crevice bat boxes as shown under appendix B in locations set out
on the site plan below in green.



Appendix A

Bird Box installation details.





Locating the box
• Avoid placing above doors and windows
• Allow a minimum 5m clear drop beneath and in front of

the box
•  Maintain a clear flight path to the nest by locating away

from large mature trees and shrubs or those likely to
become large in the future.

•  Fix the box to the wall, tightly beneath the eaves of the
house.

• On houses with narrow eaves, it will be necessary for the
box to face any easterly aspect.

• On houses with wide eaves that cast shade directly
beneath, other aspects (south or west) might be possible
alternatives to face the box.

• Before securing the lid, if you can obtain them, you may
place a few breast feathers (eg: chicken) or down
feathers (eg: from an old pillow or quilt) inside the box.
This is believed to further encourage an investigating
swift (see diagram 2).

Diagram 1: Face east on narrow eaves.
On wide, shaded eaves other aspects, eg: south and west,
are possible (see areas).
Do not locate near large trees which will block flight paths.
Give a minimum 5m clearance beneath and in front of the box
Avoid placing above doors and windows (see areas)

Diagram 2:
A few down or
breast feathers help
encourage birds to nest

Legal
Please note that the RSPB’s usual guarantees relating to
workmanship and materials apply to this product and your
statutory rights are unaffected. You are responsible for
properly and safely installing this product and periodically
checking it remains secure.

Maintenance
Nest boxes used by swifts do not require the cleaning and
maintenance required by some other species. However,
every few years check the fixings remain secure and for
signs of possible decay.

How many boxes?
Swifts are colonial birds and would benefit from multiple
boxes. It is generally recommended to install 2-4 or more
boxes. You may start with one or two and add to them as
birds begin to move in.

When will they nest?
It can take several years for swifts to find new nest boxes.
In the meantime, other birds such as house sparrows might
use the nest box. This is not a bad thing as sparrows need
help and their presence is known to attract swifts to look for
nests.

You can make it easier for swifts to find a nest box by
playing swift calls near the box, for instance using an MP3
player and placing a mini speaker close to the box.
Information on how to do this may be found at
http://actionforswifts.blogspot.com/ .

Information about your swift nest box and swifts
Thank you for purchasing this RSPB swift nest box. It has
been designed in conjunction with Action for Swifts – a
voluntary organisation working solely for the conservation of
swifts.

Why help swifts?
The swift is probably the quintessential ‘urban bird’
inextricably linked to sharing our homes, usually nesting in
the eaves of houses, commercial buildings, church spires
and other historic buildings.

This enigmatic bird has declined by over 50% in recent
years and is a priority for conservation action. The cause of
decline is not understood. However, many nest sites have
been lost due to building renovation or demolition, while
new buildings typically do not provide many nesting
opportunities for swifts.

It is likely the loss of suitable nest sites is a major problem
for swifts and is something we can all act to help address.
By purchasing this nestbox you are making a commitment
to provide swifts with somewhere safe to nest.

Box design and features
The box has been designed with a pitched roof. This makes
it easier to fit beneath even the narrowest of eaves. It allows
rain to run off and prevents predators from perching on the
roof.

The entrance hole is small enough to deter starlings from
colonising the box. Starlings are also in decline and need of
help, but can be provided for with our RSPB Apex Starling
nest box (R405836), preferably secured to a tree.

The box contains a nest cup which provides the swifts with
a nesting structure and stops their eggs from rolling about.

This swift nest box has been handcrafted by UK joiners,
using FSC certified wood.
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Appendix B

Bat box details.
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About this product
This Improved Crevice Bat Box is available with either a double or treble crevice. Both
versions have the following features;

* FSC Certified.
* Suitable for the small British crevice-dwelling bats - the Pipistrelles, Soprano
Pipistrelles and Barbastelle's. These species make up over three quarters of UK bats.
* All external panels precision cut from 12mm Exterior Grade FSC plywood, for improved
heat insulation.
* Exterior surface stained with black water based woodstain for improved thermal input,
whilst avoiding any possibility of deterring use by bats due to vapour from the stain.
* Overhanging roof with additional internal insulation for protection from UK weather, and
to seal crevices from internal airflow.
* 2 or 3 separate crevices each with different temperature characteristics.
* Wide entrance with accurately sized opening. Ideal for Pipistrelles and deters
unwelcome birds etc.
* Internal ceramic heat sinks ensure improved temperature stability in crevices.
* Improved "Bat Ladder" at base of box facilitates bats landing and climbing into box.
* Ladder continues inside box, while textured internal surfaces ensure bats find it easy to
move around inside box and hang in crevices.
* Ladder acts as "convector heater" for box - when sun shines on ladder, warm air rises
into the box, but does not come out when the outside cools.
* Easy and safe to erect box on walls or trees - relatively light weight, with 2 screw holes
for fixing.
* Easy (1 screw) to remove roof for cleaning or inspection where permitted.
* Improved draught-proofing enhances temperature stability inside box.
* Rectangular back plate facilitates fitting several boxes side to side to increase colony
size.
* Improved aesthetics - looks good to humans as well as bats. Suits any building or tree.

Specification
Specifications: Exterior quality resin bonded ply, manufactured with surface sunk coated
staples to resist rusting, external surfaces treated with water based woodstain, internal
ceramic heat sinks.

Double Crevice Bat Box
Size: 33cm Height x 16cm Width x 10cm Depth
Weight: 1.4kg

Treble Crevice Bat Box
Batbox Size: 33cm Height x 16cm Width x 13cm Depth
Weight: 2.0kg


